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Abstract

Prior arts in handwritten word recognition model either discrete features or continuous features but

not both. This paper combines discrete symbols and continuous attributes into structural handwriting

features and model them by transition-emitting and state-emitting hidden Markov models. The models

are rigorously defined and experiments have proved their effectiveness.

Index Terms

Markov processes, handwriting analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Stochastic models, especially hidden Markov models (HMMs), have been successfully applied

to the field of off-line handwriting recognition in recent years. These models can generally be

categorized as being either discrete or continuous, depending on their observation types.

Bunkeet al. [1] model an edge in the skeleton of a word image by its spatial location, degree,

curvature and other details, and derive 28 symbols by vector quantization for discrete HMMs.

Chen et al. [2] use 35 continuous features including momental, geometrical, topological and

zonal features in building continuous density and variable duration HMMs. Mohammed and

Gader [3] incorporate locations of vertical background-foreground transitions in their continuous

density HMMs. Senior and Robinson [4] describe a discrete HMM system modeling features

extracted from a grid. The features include information such as the quantized angle that a stroke

makes when entering from one cell to another and the presence of dots, junctions, endpoints,

turning points and loops in a cell. El-Yacoubiet al. [5] adopt two sets of discrete features: global

features (loops, ascenders, descenders, etc.) and bidimensional dominant transition numbers, in

their HMMs.

As can be seen, most of the previous studies dealing with stochastic models focus on modeling

low-level statistical features and are either discrete or continuous. In studying handwriting

recognition using high-level structural features, such as loops, crosses, cusps and arcs shown

in Figure 1(a), we find it more useful to associate these features, which are discrete symbols,

with some continuous attributes including position, orientation, and angle between strokes as

shown in Figure 1(b). For example, vertical position is critical in distinguishing an ‘e’ and

an ‘l’ when they are both written in loops. This paper explores a new approach to modeling
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Fig. 1. High-level structural features and their continuous attributes

sequences consisting of discrete symbols and their continuous attributes for off-line handwriting

recognition. Our approach has been applied to the construction of word recognizers based on

variants of HMMs, showing positive effect of using continuous attributes and promising results

in handwritten word recognition.

An HMM can emit output from either transitions (Mealy machine) or states (Moore machine).

Bourlard and Bengio [6] summarize the differences between a variety of stochastic models

that are based on Markov model, HMM, HMM/ANN (Aritificial Neural Network) hybrid and

Input/Output HMM as well as the difference between their transition-emitting (Mealy) and state-

emitting (Moore) variants. We will tailor both transition-emitting HMMs (TE-HMMs) and state-

emitting HMMs (SE-HMMs) for the purpose of modeling discrete symbols and their continuous

attributes together.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the structural features to model. Section

III defines TE-HMMs to model the sequences of structural features, giving its training and

decoding algorithms. In Section IV, we define SE-HMMs and derive algorithms for SE-HMMs

directly from those for TE-HMMs. We build two new word recognizers based on TE-HMMs

and SE-HMMs in Section V and present experimental results on the effect of using continuous

attributes in addition to discrete symbols, on the comparison of the new recognizers against other

recognizers tested on the same image set. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper and proposes

future directions.
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II. STRUCTURAL FEATURES

It appears from psychological studies [7], [8] that word shape plays a significant role in visual

word recognition, which inspires us to investigate the use of shape-defining features,i.e. high-

level structural features, in building word recognizers. As widely used in holistic paradigms,

ascenders and descenders are prominently shape-defining. However, there are many cases where

words do not have ascenders and descenders, demanding other structural features.

An oscillation handwriting model was investigated by Hollerbach [9]. During writing, the

pen moves from left to right horizontally and oscillates vertically. The study has shown that

features near vertical extrema are very important in character shape definition. These features

include ascenders, descenders, loops, crosses, turns and ends. Since the concepts of ascender

and descender actually indicate the position of structures rather than the structures themselves,

position becomes an important attribute of structural features. Besides position, a structure feature

can have other attributes such as orientation, curvature, and size, as illustrated in Figure 1(b).

Once we are able to utilize structural features together with their attributes in defining the shape

of characters and thus the shape of words, we can construct a recognizer that simulates the

human’s shape discerning capability in visual word recognition.

Dzubaet al. [10] have noted the importance of structural features and built in a high per-

formance word recognizer. However, only discretized vertical position is considered besides the

discrete name of a structural feature and the training of a character model is done manually

based on intuition and by trail-and-error. To make the training of word recognizers automated,

this paper applies TE-HMMs and SE-HMMs to accommodate structural features, considering

both their discrete names and their continuous attributes.

Table I lists the structural features that are used to model handwriting in this paper. Among

them, loops, arcs and gaps are straightforward as illustrated by Figure 1. Long cusps and short

cusps are separated by thresholding their vertical length. Left/right-ended arcs are arcs whose

stroke ends at its left/right side. Circles are typically in letter ’o’ and crosses in letter ’t’. Bars

are likely to be in uppercase letters, ’T’, for example. Loops, arcs and cusps are further divided

into upward ones and downward ones as shown in Figure 1(a).

For each feature, there is a set of continuous attributes associated with it. For example, position

of a feature is an attribute that is measured relative to reference lines. Orientation and angle
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structural features pos. orient. angle width

short cusp, long cusp X X

arc, left-ended arc, right-ended arc X X

loop, circle, cross, bar X

gap X

TABLE I

STRUCTURAL FEATURES AND THEIR ATTRIBUTES.

are measured in degrees. The width of a feature is measured relative to the average width of

a character. All the features and their attributes are extracted by the skeletal graph approach

described in [11], where heuristics are applied to order the structural features roughly in the

same order as they are naturally written and no segmentation is required.

Suppose a structural feature is given as(u, v) whereu is the feature type andv is a vector

of attributes associated with the type. The probability of having(u, v) can be decomposed into

two partsP (u, v) = P (u)P (v|u) where the distribution ofP (u) is discrete and that ofP (v|u)

is continuous. Therefore,P (u) can be modeled by discrete probabilities andP (v|u) can be

modeled by multivariate Gaussian distributions. The advantage of such a decomposition is that

each feature type can have a different number of attributes.

III. T RANSITION-EMITTING HMM S

A. Definition

To model sequences of structural features which are symbols associated with continuous at-

tributes, we define a transition-emitting HMM (TE-HMM) asλ =< S, L, A >. S = {s1, s2, ..., sN}
is a set of states, assuming a single starting states1 and a single accepting statesN . L =

{l1, l2, ..., lM} is a set of discrete symbols corresponding to feature types. For each symbol,

there is a set of continuous attributes that describes its details. So an observation is represented

as o = (u, v) whereu ∈ L is a symbol andv a vector of continuous values. A special null

symbol ε has no attributes and does not appear in the input.A = {aij(o)}, the observation

probability, is a set of probability density functions (pdfs), whereaij(o) is the pdf of features
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observed while transitioning from statei to statej. The sum of outgoing probabilities from a

state must be 1,i.e.
∑

j[aij(ε) +
∑

u

∫
v aij(u, v)dv] = 1 for all statei.

The special null symbolε is used to account for missing features that are dropped due to

sloppy writing or imperfect feature extraction. It allows a model to transition from one state to

another without observing/consuming any input feature, so that the model is able to accept a

feature sequence that is shorter than expected. Also, we allow a model to have self-transitions

from a state into the state itself observing non-null symbols. In this way, the model is able to

accept a feature sequence that is longer than expected. The null symbol and non-null symbols

will be treated differently because of the fact that the null symbol never presents in the input.

By the above definition, the probability of transitioning from statei to statej while observing

an input featureo is the observation probabilityaij(o). For a non-null observationo = (u, v) =

(lk, v), the observation probabilityaij(o) is decomposed into two parts:aij(o) = P (lk, v|i, j) =

P (lk|i, j)P (v|lk, i, j) = fij(lk)gijk(v). The first partfij(lk) = P (lk|i, j) will be referenced as the

symbol observation probability, which is the probability of observing a symbollk regardless of

its attributes on the transition from statei to statej. The second partgijk(v) = P (v|lk, i, j) will

be reference as theattribute observation probability, which is the distribution of symbollk’s

attributes on the transition form statei to statej. The special null symbol does not have any

attribute, so its observation probability is simply denoted asaij(ε) = P (ε|i, j) = fij(ε), where

only the symbol observation probability is present. Then, by the nature of probability, we have

fij(ε) +
∑

k fij(lk) = 1 and
∫
v gijk(v)dv = 1 which will be the guidelines of re-estimation.

We modelgijk by multivariate Gaussian distributionsN (µijk, σijk) whereµijk is the average

of attributes of symbollk on the transition from statei to statej and σijk is the covariance

matrix of these attributes. In practice, we assume the covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix

for simplicity and that attributes involved are strongly independent of each other. It should be

noted that symbols are not required to have the same number of attributes. As the number of

attributes increases, observation probabilities decrease exponentially. Therefore, they are actually

normalized by taking theirdk-th root to make them comparable wheredk is the number of

attributes symbollk has. This normalization takes the geometric mean of the probabilities of

attributes and is done consistently in both training and decoding. Without this normalization, the

model will be biased to the features with less number of attributes.
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B. Observation Sequence and State Sequence

Observation sequences of structural features are extracted from handwriting images for training

and testing. An observation sequence is defined asO = (o1, o2, ..., oT ) whereot = (ut, vt), ut ∈ L

and vt is a vector of continuous values. The transition from statei at time t to statej at time

t + 1 is decided by the input observationot and the probability is the observation probability

aij(ot). Also, the transtion from statei at time t to statej at time t is possible when the null

symbol is allowed on the transition and the probability isaij(ε).

We useQ(t, i) to denote that the model is in statei at time t. Given an input observation

sequenceO = (o1, o2, ..., oT ), a state sequenceQ(t0, q0), Q(t1, q1), ..., Q(tW , qW ) describes how

the model interprets the input by transitioning from the starting state at time 0 to the accepting

state at timeT . So it is required thatt0 = 0, q0 = 1, tW = T andqW = N . Assuming first-order

Markov property in the state sequence, i.e. the next state depends on the current state but not past

states, we define the probability of a state sequence as the product of observation probabilities

on its transitions. The probability of an input observation sequence given a modelP (O|λ) is

the sum of the probabilities of all possible state sequences to interpretO on λ. Forward and

backward probabilities are applied to the calculation ofP (O|λ), which is discussed in the next

section.

C. Forward and Backward Probabilities

The training is done by the Forward-Backward algorithm [12], with a little modification. The

forward probabilityαj(t) = P (o1, o2, ...ot, Q(t, j)|λ) is defined as the probability of being in

statej after having observed the firstt observations given the model and the backward probability

βi(t) = P (ot+1, ot+2, ...oT , Q(t, i)|λ) as the probability of being in statei before the lastT − t

observations given the model.αN(T ) = β1(0) = P (O|λ) is the overall probability of having the

input given the model.αj(t) andβi(t) are calculated as

αj(t) =





1 , j = 1, t = 0
∑

i(αi(t)aij(ε) + αi(t− 1)aij(ot)) , otherwise
(1)

βi(t) =





1 , i = N, t = T
∑

j(aij(ε)βj(t) + aij(ot)βj(t + 1)) , otherwise
(2)

The first term in the sum is for observing the null symbol, which does not consume any input

observation, and the second term is for observing some non-null symbol in the input.
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D. Re-estimation

The re-estimation process is a variant of the Forward-Backward algorithm. Suppose the model

to be trained isλ and the single training example isO = (o1, o2, ..., oT ). We feed the example

to the model and calculate the likelihoodP (O|λ) using the forward and backward probabil-

ities. Obviously, different transitions contribute differently toP (O|λ) during the calculation.

If observation probabilities are adjusted according to their contributions toP (O|λ), then the

model is adapted to the example. In this learning process, the probability of observingo while

transitioning from statei to statej can be re-estimated as the number of times observingo while

transitioning from statei to statej divided by the total number of times transitioning from state

i, according to the constraint that a state’s outgoing probabilities must sum to 1. Once we have

re-estimated observation probabilities, the training exampleO can be fed to the modelλ again

for yet another re-estimation and this can be done iteratively until the re-estimation reaches a

local maximum ofP (O|λ).

As before, the null symbol and non-null features are treated differently. We define two prob-

abilities, ωij(t) = P (Q(t, i), Q(t, j)|O, λ) as the probability of observingε while transitioning

from statei to statej at time t, and τij(t) = P (Q(t − 1, i), Q(t, j)|O, λ) as the probability of

observing a non-null symbolot while transitioning from statei at time t− 1 to statej at time

t. ωij(t) andτij(t) can be computed by

ωij(t) = P (Q(t, i), Q(t, j)|O, λ) = P (Q(t,i),Q(t,j),O|λ)
P (O|λ)

= αi(t)aij(ε)βj(t)

αN (T )

τij(t) = P (Q(t− 1, i), Q(t, j)|O, λ) = P (Q(t−1,i),Q(t,j),O|λ)
P (O|λ)

= αi(t−1)aij(ot)βj(t)

αN (T )

(3)

.

The symbol observation probabilityfij(u) is re-estimated as the expected number of transitions

from statei to statej seeing symbolu divided by the expected number of transitions out from

statei, as given by Eq. 4. This estimation directly conforms to the constraint that the sum of

symbol observation probabilities on a transition must be 1.

f̂ij(u) =





∑
t
ωij(t)∑

j

∑
t
(ωij(t)+τij(t))

, u = ε
∑

t,ut=u
τij(t)∑

j

∑
t
(ωij(t)+τij(t))

, u 6= ε
(4)

Since the null symbol does not have any attribute, re-estimation of attribute observation

probability is only necessary for non-null symbols. The average of attributes of symbollk on
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the transition from statei to statej is re-estimated as

µ̂ijk =

∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)vt∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)

(5)

which is the weighted average of attribute values across the time whenlk is observed. Similarly,

the covariance of these attributes is re-estimated as

σ̂ijk =

∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)(vt − µijk)

′(vt − µijk)∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)

(6)

which is the weighted average of attribute covariances across the time whenlk is observed.

E. Parameter Tying

Parameter tying has been widely applied in speech recognition [13]. In our case, self-transitions

in a model have the ability of absorbing extra features and they are more likely to observe all

different kinds of features with large variations in attributes and the estimation of their parameters

tends to be less reliable. Therefore, the attributes of a feature are tied for all self-transitions in

a model in re-estimation and shared in decoding. Letµk andσk be the mean and the variance

of the attributes oflk on all self-transitions, respectively. They are re-estimated by

µ̂k =

∑
i

∑
t,ut=lk τii(t)vt∑

i

∑
t,ut=lk τii(t)

(7)

and

σ̂k =

∑
i

∑
t,ut=lk τii(t)(vt − µk)

′(vt − µk)∑
i

∑
t,ut=lk τii(t)

(8)

whereτii indicates self-transition and
∑

i means that all self-transitions are tied.

F. Decoding

The decoding is done by the Viterbi algorithm [14], which produces the most probable state

sequence for a given inputO. Defineγj(t), the Viterbi probability, as the highest probability of

being in statej at time t produced by one state sequence.

γj(t) =





1 , j = 1, t = 0

max(maxi γi(t)aij(ε), maxi γi(t− 1)aij(ot)) , otherwise
, (9)

wheremaxi γi(t)aij(ε) is the highest probability resulting from observing a null symbol when

entering statej from statei, andmaxi γi(t− 1)aij(ot) is the highest probability resulting from

observing the non-null symbolot when entering the statej from statei. Finally, γN(T ) is the

Viterbi probability of observing the entire sequenceO given the model.
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IV. STATE-EMITTING HMM S

A. Definition

Observations are emitted on transitions in TE-HMMs and they can also be emitted from

states. A state-emitting HMM (SE-HMM) is defined asλ =< S, L, B, C >. S and L follow

the same definitions as in TE-HMM.B = {bij} is a set oftransition probabilitieswherebij is

the probability of transitioning from statei to statej. The sum of transition probabilities from

a state must be 1,i.e.
∑

j bij = 1 for all i. C = {cj(o)} is a set ofemission probabilitieswhere

cj(o) is the probability of observingo = (u, v) on statej. The sum of emission probabilities on

a state must be 1,i.e. cj(ε) +
∑

u

∫
v cj(u, v)dv = 1 for all statej.

The emission probability of a non-null symbolo = (u, v) = (lk, v) is decomposed into two

parts: cj(o) = P (lk, v|j) = P (lk|j)P (v|lk, j) = fj(lk)gjk(v) where fj(lk) = P (lk|j) is the

symbol emission probabilityand gjk(v) = P (v|lk, j) is the attribute emission probability. For

the null symbol, since it does not have any attribute, its symbol emission probability is denoted

by cj(ε) = P (ε|j) = fj(ε) and there is no attribute emission probability for it. By the nature of

probability, we havefj(ε) +
∑

k fj(lk) = 1 and
∫
v gjk(v)dv = 1. We modelgjk by multivariate

Gaussian distributionsN (µjk, σjk) whereµjk is the average of attributes of symbollk on state

j andσjk is the covariance matrix of these attributes.

A SE-HMM < S, L,B, C > whereB = {bij} andC = {cj(o)} can be easily converted into a

TE-HMM < S, L,A > by definingA = {aij(o)} = {bijcj(o)}. The constraint that all out-going

observation probabilities of a state must be 1 still holds as
∑

j[aij(ε) +
∑

u

∫
v aij(u, v)dv] =

∑
j[bijcj(ε) + bij

∑
u

∫
v c(u, v)dv] =

∑
j bij = 1. Hence, from the equalityaij(o) = bijcj(o), we

can derive forward and backward probabilities from Eq. 1 and 2,ωij(t) and τij(t) from Eq.

3, and Viterbi decoding from Eq. 9. Only re-estimation ofB and C are slightly different, as

explained below.

B. Re-estimation

The transition probabilitybij is re-estimated as the expected number of transitions from state

i to statej divided by the expected number of transitions out from statei, i.e.

b̂ij =

∑
t(ωij(t) + τij(t))∑

j

∑
t(ωij(t) + τij(t))

. (10)
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This equation conforms to the constraint that the sum of all outgoing transition probabilities

from a state must be 1.

The symbol emission probabilityfj(u) is re-estimated as

f̂j(u) =





∑
i

∑
t
ωij(t)∑

i

∑
t
(ωij(t)+τij(t))

, u = ε∑
i

∑
t,ut=u

τij(t)∑
i

∑
t
(ωij(t)+τij(t))

, u 6= ε
, (11)

Here we need to consider all incoming transitions to statej, and all symbol emission probabilities

on a state must sum up to 1.

Since the null symbol does not have any attribute, re-estimation of attribute emission proba-

bility is only necessary for non-null symbols. The average of attributes of symbollk on statej

is re-estimated as

µ̂jk =

∑
i

∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)vt∑

i

∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)

(12)

and the covariance of these attributes is similarly re-estimated as

σ̂jk =

∑
i

∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)(vt − µjk)

′(vt − µjk)∑
i

∑
t,ut=lk τij(t)

. (13)

SE-HMMs do not have any observations on transitions, so parameter tying for attributes on

self-transitions, as we did for TE-HMMs, is not applicable here.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement the above-described stochastic models for handwritten word recognition. Char-

acter models, including both uppercase and lowercase, are built from training feature sequences

extracted on character images. The number of states in a model is simply decided by the average

length of the training sequences and the transitions are only allowed from statei to statej if

(a) j = i or (b) j > i and j − i ≡ 1 (mod 2). Both TE-HMM and SE-HMM use the same

topology for the same character. Word models are obtained by concatenating character models

with bi-gram case probabilities, which are the probabilities of having the case of a character

given the case of its previous character. A trailing transition is appended to character models to

model the gaps between characters. All models are initialized with flat probabilities for symbols

and arbitrary Gaussian distributions for attributes, e.g.N (2, 1) for position andN (120o, 60o) for

angle.

We use 5,596 US city names and state names in CEDAR (Center of Excellence for Document

Analysis and Recognition) CDROM [15] for training and the 3,000 US city names and state
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names in CEDAR BHA dataset for testing. The BHA testing set is considered as relatively

difficult because some words that are very similar to the truth have been inserted in the lexicon

to deliberately confuse the recognizers.

A. Effect of Continuous Attributes

In order to test the effectiveness of associating continuous attributes with discrete symbols,

we start without any continuous attributes and add them one by one. The first attribute added

is the width of gaps and the position of all other structures. The second attribute added is the

orientation of cusps and the angle of arcs. It should be noted that some features, such as gaps

and loops, do not have more than one attribute, so effectively we are modeling features with

different numbers of attributes. Table II shows accuracy rates with lexicons of different sizes.

It can be seen that the addition of continuous attributes significantly improves the recognizer’s

performance, especially when the lexicon size is large.

B. Comparison with Other Recognizers

Table III compares the stochastic recognizers against other recognizers described in the liter-

ature. All the recognizers are trained with CEDAR CDROM datasets and tested with CEDAR

BHA datasets. The first one is a recognizer modeling image segments by continuous density

variable duration HMMs [16]. The second one is an approach of over-segmentation followed

by dynamic programming on segment combinations [17]. The third one is a recently improved

version of the second one by incorporating Gaussian mixtures to model character clusters [18].

The stochastic recognizers described compare very favorably against [16] and [17], and are only

slightly worse than [18].

For small lexicons, there is no significant difference between TE-HMMs and SE-HMMs. How-

ever, for larger lexicons, the advantage of TE-HMMs becomes evident due to more parameters

in TE-HMMs, which improve the modeling power. On the other hand, since SE-HMMs based

on the same model topology have fewer parameters to train, they could be more advantageous

when the amount of training data is not sufficient to train TE-HMMs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

This paper presents a stochastic framework for modeling features that consist of discrete

symbols associated with continuous attributes, aimed at applications to off-line handwritten word
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Lexicon In top SE-HMM attributes TE-HMM attributes

size choices 0 1 2 0 1 2

10 1 93.59 94.96 96.36 94.46 95.66 96.56

2 97.43 97.83 98.60 97.96 98.19 98.77

100 1 75.67 82.08 86.35 80.14 85.15 89.12

2 85.35 89.79 92.66 88.28 91.56 94.06

10 96.90 97.36 98.36 96.90 97.93 98.19

20 98.63 98.97 99.17 98.77 98.83 99.10

1000 1 56.16 64.97 70.97 62.56 69.97 75.38

2 67.97 77.78 82.78 74.87 82.68 86.29

10 84.18 91.10 93.59 88.19 92.29 94.39

20 90.09 93.99 96.17 91.99 94.59 96.50

100 98.00 98.39 99.20 97.70 99.60 99.10

20000 1 32.18 44.39 51.13 38.35 50.40 58.14

2 41.26 54.54 60.15 48.10 59.15 66.49

10 60.38 71.13 77.30 66.76 75.63 81.31

20 67.52 77.10 82.74 73.60 80.41 85.71

100 82.31 88.35 91.59 86.45 89.79 93.39

TABLE II

RECOGNITION RESULTS WITH0, 1, AND 2 CONTINUOUS ATTRIBUTES.

recognition using high-level structural features. In this framework, different sets of attributes

can be associated with different discrete symbols, providing variety and flexibility in modeling

details. As supported by experiments, the addition of continuous attributes to discrete symbols

does improve the overall recognition accuracy significantly.

Now we are investigating some possible ways of improving the recognizer. The first one is to

expand the feature set to capture more detailed handwriting styles, which means more symbols

and more attributes. The second one is to make feature extraction more robust to writing styles

and image quality. The third one is to optimize the model topology by learning from training

examples. All these remain challenging tasks for the future.
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